
NEWSLETTER
Taking your Japanese to the next level

By Lucia Dunbar, JSNW member.

I am a linguist at  heart.  When I went to visit a friend during his stay in Japan I had the opportunity 
to get to grips with the basics of Japanese so I could handle my own travel arrangements. I used the 
excellent Oxford 'Take off in Japanese' pack every day in the car for 3 months.  It is compact and fun 
to learn for all the basics. I found myself hooked by this unusual and fascinating language.

That was in 2001 and I have been studying Japanese ever since. Yet, I have never attended a single 
class and I have no Japanese friends or contacts. Why am I doing this?
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Well, in a way it was a conscious decision. For 
a start I knew I had little chance of going to Ja-
pan again very soon so I wanted to take my 
time. I also knew it  would be difficult to strike 
any friendship with any Japanese person here in 
England, at least one that would involve speak-
ing Japanese. When you are a beginner it is just 
too embarrassing for Japanese people to let  you 
into their world - I can understand that - it is 
like letting someone into your precious garden 
and risking them trampling some of your price-
less plants by unwittingly tripping off the path...

In Japan it would be a different thing because 
one is surrounded by... Japan! However, I know 
of many cases of young culturally open people 
seconded to Japan who have remained isolated 
in their gaijin ghetto only  to be sought out by 
individuals who wanted to practice English. 
Things are changing but still, it is a fact that 
finding Japanese people to practice the lan-
guage with in Japan, let alone in England, is not 
an easy task. 

There is another reason. The Japanese language 
they  teach you in school is not necessarily the 
language I wanted to learn. Of course one needs 
to know teineigo (this is what the ‘Take off’ 
pack teaches you) and other forms of keigo on 
certain occasions but I wanted to understand all 
aspects of Japanese language not just the one 
put in a neat box for consumption by  foreign 
guests. What about Anime and Manga? What 
about ‘dorama’ I can watch on YouTube ? What 
about the news available online or on satellite?

And most of all, what about reading - not just 
the odd haiku with translation but works of lit-
erature and perhaps sacred texts from Buddhist 
tradition? After all, when one studies French or 
Italian one does so also to become acquainted 
with the key works that  are common knowledge 
among local school children and adults alike. 
Can you imaging an English person who has 
never heard of Shakespeare or Jane Austen? 
Can any  foreigner in England ever be consid-
ered fully  integrated if he/she cannot read? 
Reading is essential to learn a language and I 
did not want anyone to tell me I would not be 
able to do so in Japanese for years. I wanted to 
start right away, for, if the path to mastering the 
scripts is long, then there is not a moment to 
lose!  

Ok, I am linguistically very ambitious, partly 
because I have done it before [I am not writing 
this in my  mother language] partly  because I do 
not believe in 'impossible languages'; if a Japa-
nese child can learn it so can I, and I have ac-
quaintances who have managed a very high 
level of fluency. More importantly, if Japanese 
people can get  their head round the difficulty of 
learning a language as different from their own 
as English, then it follows that the process can 
be mastered in reverse: those who start from 
English can get to know Japanese.

Today we are lucky that we no longer have to 
rely  on expensive printed books to learn a lan-
guage. The main change has come about be-
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cause of the internet. Not only  can you find 
plenty of introductory material in Japanese and 
English, but there are also amazing ‘dictionary’ 
service sites. Some of these cater for Japanese 
people learning English and they  range from 
www.alc.co.jp, where you can search words in 
English or Japanese (and get translation of 
terms, pronunciation in kana and loads of ex-
amples) to the classic JWWDIC facility at 
M o n a s h U n i v e r s i t y i n A u s t r a l i a 
http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/~jwb/wwwjdic.
html where you can list all the kanji based 
words in a pasted-in text as well as searching 
for single-term translation.

Things are evolving all the time and the most 
amazing recent facility  is Rikaichan, an add-on 
to the excellent Firefox free web browser. This 
allows you to have an on screen pop-up transla-
tion of Japanese words as you read the page on 
line as shown by the picture below. 

Toggling Rikaichan, the free addin in Firefox…

And this is only the start. There is a mind-
boggling array of useful language support sites 
out there which you can access freely. 
I am currently subscribed to
 http://www.Japanesepod101.com but even the 
free part of the site is amazingly  useful. The 
lesson podcasts are absolutely free and so is 
participation on the forum and comment pages 
and access to the links.

Before I launch into resources for the more ad-
vanced and serious reader, let me also direct 

you to some sites that are great to learn about 
traditional stories and new ones as well: the de-

l i g h t f u l B o t s a n s i t e 
http://botsan.com/botsan.htm written in kana 
with helpful graphics and the more traditional 
http://www.his.atr.jp/~ray/stories/ which has a 
line by line translation and is also in hiragana.

The more advanced reader can, of course, ac-
cess sites written completely in Japanese and 
there is plenty  of these such as www.jalan.net/ 
which is very useful to book accommodation 
when touring in Japan. Access novels in origi-
nal text at http://www.aozora.gr.jp/ where you 
can find, for example, the full text of Natsume 
Soteki’s Kokoro free of charge.

But there is more and it  is in the very intuitive 
and form of audio and video. YouTube 
http://www.youtube.com/  is a great resource 
especially when searching for ‘dorama’, the 
Japanese term for soap opera, most of which is 
posted with subtitles in English. Anime DVD of 
everyday stories, like ‘Kiki’s Delivery Service’ 
directed by  Miyasaki are also great  for practic-
ing everyday expressions although they  defi-
nitely require a more advanced level. Finally, 
you can see news on TV online for free: using 
the site http://wwitv.com/portal.htm you will 
find 25 links to live or recorded television. Fur-
thermore, you can find some text related to the 
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stories presented in short video clips by ABC 
on the Yomiuri site http://webnews.asahi.co.jp/ 
for practicing on the official language used on 
the news, somewhere between teineigo and 
sonkeigo.

Because of their cost, I have not listed book re-
sources, but I cannot  overlook a fundamental 
work by James W. Heisig called "Remembering 
the Kanji" which makes learning kanji much 
easier than any drill you may have come across 
elsewhere. I am told Japanese teachers do not 
like this approach because it does not proceed 
in parallel with the way the vocabulary is nor-
mally learned but I found it  the best  by a mile - 
you can read without knowing how to pro-
nounce them and when you do learn the pro-

nunciation remembering the kanji is so much 
easier. You can find a free resource with similar 
approach at http://kanji.koohii.com/index.php 
where you can learn and review your progress 
on line. 

So where am I with my learning? Has my un-
usual approach based on internet  access, fo-
cussing on reading self study only paid off? 

[MADA HETA DESU]! 
But then I can already understand much more 
than I did a few months ago and I am looking 
forward to the day when I will be able to get 
90%, 95% 100%!(!) of what I hear instead of 
50-60% like now. I don’t mind keeping at it 
providing the learning continues to be such fun!

Upcoming Event - the AGM

Hopefully  you will all be marking Saturday 31 May into your diaries to ensure you make it along to 
the Society’s Annual General Meeting.  Notice of the agenda and all the formalities will, of course, 
go out  in advance as usual (together with details of the speaker and presentation that will follow the 
AGM).  

Although it seems a long way  off, the AGM  seems far too close for the committee who already have 
to start planning for 2009!  Will any member be leaving the committee?  We are already one short 
and, because of the terms of the constitution, others may have 'over-stayed' their welcome!  In short, 
our problem is to find new faces for the committee.  

Please, if you feel you can contribute in any way just mention it and one of the existing members can 
explain all!  In fact you may not even need to become a committee member, if you don’t like the idea 
of ‘committees’.  There are quite a few, relatively small tasks which, taken separately, don’t involve 
much commitment of time and effort but which, if loaded on to one person, can become onerous.  
So… volunteers please! 

A Very Special Occasion

We are very happy to congratulate JSNW members Kevin Howes and Yuko 
Heath who were married at Trafford Registry Office in Sale Town Hall on 
Saturday the 12th of January 2008.

I am sure you will all join me in wishing Kevin and Yuko every  happiness for 
their new life together and sending them our best wishes for the future.
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Recent Events

Event Review: Chadō: The Tea Ceremony with Akemi Solloway. 
November 17th 2007, Padgate Community Centre, Warrington

A well attended event that was enjoyed by all. As 
promised Akemi performed the Tea Ceremony and 
demonstrated kimono dressing and wearing.

Japan News
FEBRUARY 3RD - TOKYO — About 200 people were injured in Tokyo and its three neighbouring 
prefectures Sunday and traffic was disrupted as a low-pressure system heading east-northeast 
dumped heavy snow in wide areas of the Pacific side of central and eastern Japan, police and local 
officials said. Numerous flights via Tokyo's Haneda airport were cancelled due to snow, as was a ma-
jor marathon event in western Tokyo.

Snow 3 centimetres deep  was observed in central Tokyo, and up to 26 cm accumulated in Kawa-
guchiko, Yamanashi Prefecture. The snow was 7 cm thick in Yokohama, Kanagawa Prefecture, and 
Kofu, Yamanashi Prefecture, and 6 cm in Chiba, the Japan Meteorological Agency said. Many of the 
injuries reported occurred from people slipping and falling in Tokyo, Chiba, Kanagawa and Saitama 
prefectures, and the victims sustained bone fractures and other injuries, the police and local officials 
said. Japan Airlines and All Nippon Airways cancelled a combined total of 143 flights including 
those via Haneda airport, grounding some 23,300 passengers. A shinkansen from Shinagawa, Tokyo, 
running on the Tokaido Shinkansen Line was delayed about 20 minutes at Kyoto Station on its way 
to Hakata, Fukuoka Prefecture.

MORE BREAKING NEWS! On 1 January the Government of Japan established the post of Honor-
ary Consul of Japan in Manchester, and on the same day  appointed Mr Peter Heginbotham, OBE, 
LLB., FRSA, to this new position. The appointment as Honorary  Consul of Mr Heginbotham, who is 
highly  regarded by  the Manchester city authorities as well as political and business circles in the re-
gion, and who is keen to promote Japan-UK relations, was made in the light of the substantial Japa-
nese population and the large number of Japanese companies in Manchester and elsewhere in North 
West England. (taken from the Embassy of Japan website at 
http://www.uk.emb-japan.go.jp/en/news/080129hc.html)
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December Event
Event Review: Bonenkai      December 15th 2007, Padgate Community Centre, Warrington 

The 2007 ‘End of Year’ party was even bigger and more successful than previous ones.  Some 45 
members and guests attended, including several Japanese visitors who were happy to stay late, de-
spite having to depart for Japan early the following morning.  For one of them at least it  was an event 
for learning a new British tradition – the ‘raffle’ - as he held the first winning ticket: an excellent re-
sult sadly marred by his not realising, until some way into the draw for the 3rd prize, that he had to 
declare his winning ticket!  Luckily, an alternative prize allowed oil to smooth the troubled waters.

As ever at these events, the food prepared by member 
‘Taka’ of SushiCraft was excellent in both quality  and 
quantity, and we owe thanks to Nigel Cordon’s wife 
Gail, and her father at the bar, for their efforts on be-
half of the Padgate Community Centre to make us 
welcome and our event so successful.

Alice Hynes had prepared a series of photographs 
decorating the walls to provide a quiz which managed 
to keep  the Japanese guessing as much as the rest of 
us.  Another game which got everyone involved, talk-

ing and rushing around the room, was to match their own 
birth date to the appropriate animal figure in illustrations of ‘Year of the…’.  Finally, musical enter-
tainment in the form of Judy Kendall on the Koto, and Junko Kuramoto-Headey’s Japanese melodies 
on the piano, brought an excellent evening to an end in a traditional Japanese way. 

Poetry by Judy Kendall

   Miss Koto
 
Behind the strings of silk at tuning time,
the black-gowned whiplash madam looms to fork out
failure. Miss Koto prepares to swipe hard
at the strings - in time or out of favour.
She and her dozen sisters have practised
till their fingers bleed. She can play blindfold,
through mirrors, backwards, her koto singing
in another room. She builds wickerwork
out of fragile sticks of sound and wires 
of shamisen to hold the wind and air
of shakuhachi breath inside her song:
a roll of thunder, buildings fall (bass koto),
a few bars later, there it goes again,
a touch of lightning, an embrace of rain.
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As you will know by  now, Ja-
pan Society  North West is or-
ganising its THIRD ‘Japan 
Day’ (the others were held at 
Lymm in 2004 and Manchester 
2006) in LIVERPOOL on 
SATURDAY 19 JULY 2008.  

Almost 30 organisations and 
individuals have already ‘signed up’ for JD: 
they  include JSNW members in the food busi-
ness (New Samsi, "Taka" (Sushi Craft) and 
Sapporo Tempanyaki Restaurant), members 
dealing in Japanese items (Japanese Tex-Style 
(Kimonos, textiles) and Tansu (Japanese furni-
ture)) as well as  ‘Art & Craft’ members Joyce 
Ellis (oil paintings), Helen Bolland (silk Shibori 
scarves) and Jane Smith (Japanese embroidery).  
Martial arts representatives include Iaido Kat-
sumushi Dojo (“The Art of Drawing the 
Sword”) and Aikido, with planned demonstra-
tions by both the Komyokan and Lancashire 
Aikikai groups.  And, as before, we’ll have 
Haiku, Japanese prints (Ukiyo-e), Ikebana, Ori-
gami, Japanese Gardens, To-Ken and, for the 
first time, Zen.  

For “Japan Day" in Manchester the event was 
opened by our patron, the Japanese Ambassa-
dor, together with the Lord Mayor.  We are on 
track to have a similar opening in Liverpool, 
hopefully also with the Vice-Chancellor of the 
University.  And, as a result of the extensive 
publicity  there will be for Liverpool as EURO-
PEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE, we hope to 
better the Manchester figure of 2000 visitors to 
our event featuring the many  and varied aspects 
of Japan and Japanese culture.  Mountford Hall 
of Liverpool University is a spacious venue 
within easy reach of the city centre, with ample 
space and excellent viewing facilities for mar-
tial arts and other demonstrations. We’ll keep 
you up to date in the coming months with how 

The BIG Upcoming Event

JAPAN DAY – IT’S ON ITS WAY! LIVERPOOL, SATURDAY 19 JULY 2008
our planning is progressing.  
There are some things you 
could do now, if you can.  That 
is to let us know of any contacts 
you have with Japanese-related 
activities, such as voluntary 
groups or suppliers.  We have 
found some difficulty in locat-
ing groups (or individuals) in 

this part of the North West involved in activities 
such as Go, Manga, Ningyo (Japanese dolls), 
Japanese books/literature, or some musical 
items as accompaniment.  We’d love to have 
them joining in, so please try to dig out any  de-
tails you have.  Similarly there are Japanese 
companies and products that could well ‘show-
case’ themselves at “JD 2008”: we’d like to 
hear from them.  

In 2006 our raffle was a great success - there 
will again be a chance to win two tickets to Ja-
pan courtesy of Japan Airlines.  

Now, how can you help with ‘Japan Day’?  If 
you feel you can contribute in any way we’d 
appreciate the offer.  On the day we’ll need 
people to help  sell raffle tickets, direct visitors, 
assist on the JSNW stall with filling application 
forms and offering our leaflets, shepherding the 
display  groups to the arena/stage, helping set-
up the tables at  the start and take-down our stall 
at the end. Don’t  feel that by helping in this 
way you’ll ‘miss the show’: we draw up a rota 
that means you’ll be ‘on shift’ only for an hour 
or so, and at a time that’s convenient to you.  In 
the coming months we’ll need help in distribut-
ing leaflets to libraries and other local venues, 
and other publicity activities.  And right now 
we’d appreciate some members to act as links 
with other voluntary groups.  Do please leave a 
message on the website or phone (01704-
878994) if you can help.
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THE BIRDS OF HAIKU
by Martin Lucas, 

British Haiku Society

Suzume / Tree Sparrow, Passer montanus

It is a surprise to any British visitor to Ja-
pan to realise that the flocks of birds flit-
ting restlessly around the rice fields are 
not, in fact, our familiar House Sparrow, 
but a bird that is much less common and 
much more shy in Britain:  the Tree Spar-
row.  In Japan, it is the commonest bird, 
occurring throughout the country, in city 
centres, in villages and on agricultural 
land.  

Despite its numbers, it is not necessarily a 
pest species; indeed, it plays its part by 
reducing the numbers of insect pests.  The 
sparrow figures traditionally in Japanese 
folklore and art, often associated with 
bamboo; and it is a symbol of loyalty.  In 
haiku, it is viewed as both vulnerable and 
indomitable.  Its season is Spring, and it 
features in 22 poems in Blyth’s Haiku.

The sparrows
Are playing hide-and-seek 

Among the tea-flowers.

Cha no hana ni    
kakurenbo suru
suzume kana

  Issa

Japanese violin virtuoso Midori meets JSNW 
members after her concert in Liverpool in Jan.
(A full review of this event will appear in the 
next Newsletter.)
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Calendar of Events

2008

April 26th
Saturday
Blackburn Art Gallery
Ukiyo-E 
(Japanese wood-prints)

May 31st
Annual General Meeting

June
Haiku in the Garden 2*
Walkden Gardens Sale

July 19th
Liverpool Japan Day!

The University of Liverpool Guild 
of Students, 
Mount Pleasant, Liverpool

* Date to be confirmed
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